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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Attempt any Four

questions out of Sections A, B and C

selecting at least one question from each

Section. All questions carry equal marks.

Section C

6. Name and explain the various mouse events.

How does event listener capture these events ?

Also, name the interface which is extended by

AWT event listeners ? 20

7. What is a layout manager ? Explain different

layout managers in detail giving example of

each. 20

8. (a) Differentiate between a checkbox and a

radiobutton. 7

(b) What are component and container

classes  ? 7

(c) What is Java AWT ? 6
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1. (a) What is a destructor and why do we

need it ?

(b) Why is ‘public’ and ‘static’ written before

main in Java Program ?

(c) What is an Interface ? Give some features

of Interface.

(d) Define class.

(e) Name and define any two Java keywords

unlike C/C++ keywords.

(f) What is the default value of Byte and

Float data type in Java ?

(g) Write and explain any two Applet Tags.

(h) Why is StringBuffer called mutable ?

(i) Name and explain any Runtime

Exception.

(j) Define Packages and why are they used ?

2×10=20

Section A

2. (a) Explain the difference between >> and

>>> operators, with the help of an

example. 10

(b) What is runtime polymorphism and how

is it implemented in Java ? Explain with

the help of an example. 10

3. (a) Write a program in Java to find the area

of a rectangle and a square using the

concepts of method overloading. 10

(b) Draw comparison between C++ and Java.

10

Section B

4. (a) What is an Applet ? Describe the

complete cycle of an Applet. 10

(b) Name and explain various applet tags. 10

5. (a) What error will occur if a number is

divided by zero ? How can Java handle

this error message ? Explain. 10

(b) What do you mean by exception

handling ? Create a user defined

exception which occurs whenever the roll

number of a student, entered from

keyboard is negative or zero ? 10
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